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This study aims to characterize the seasonality of New York City thermal 
environment using Landsat satellite long wave IR data. The main objective is to 
describe the relationship between surface temperature, air temperature at 2 meters 
above the surface and urban morphology over the annual cycle. The secondary 
objective involves identification of the factors contributing to surface temperature 
variability. Landsat thermal scenes, ground-based air temperatures and linearly 
unmixed continuous endmember fractions from the optical bands are used to represent 
the urban environment in the analysis. Spatial resolution, solar and view geometry and 
land cover are important components influencing the thermal field. The parallel 
consideration of air temperature and surface temperature makes possible the distinction 
between “locally produced” versus advected heat. Landsat is selected for its extended 
temporal coverage of thermal scenes, its suitable spatial scale for monitoring the urban 
 v 
environment at neighborhood scale and its temporal consistency with overlapping 
instruments and view paths.  
 
Unique features of this study include use of decameter resolution, time series 
analysis of several yearly cycles, rigorous investigation of urban thermal anisotropy 
using Path 13 and Path 14 sidelap and parallel examination of “locally produced” with 
advected heat. The use of Substrate-Vegetation-Dark Linear Mixture Model (Small, 
2001) is proposed as an alternative to other methods for estimating urban emissivity at 
pixel level.  
 
Parallel time series analysis of satellite thermography and air temperature at 2m 
over NY Metropolitan area spanning 27 years were analyzed in terms of amplitude and 
phase difference of composite year temperature observations. Sinusoidal curve fitting 
was used to interpolate a continuous seasonal temperature profile. The analysis shows 
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In year 2007, the population trend to aggregate in large urban centers crossed 
the 50% mark. Ten years later, the percentage of population living in urban centers is 
estimated at 58% (Population Reference Bureau, 2013). This trend highlights the 
importance of studying the urban setting and its implications for the living conditions for 
the majority of the human population. Urban structure and its characteristics affect local 
energy balance and major parameters associated with human health such as air quality 
and temperature. Recent studies have shown that adverse health impacts of 
summertime heat are a significant problem in NYC (Rosenthal et al., 2014). Increased 
surface temperatures and heat-related mortality for seniors during heat events are 
positively associated. Air temperature difference between city and its rural surroundings 
has been identified and documented and as early as 1976 (Oke, 1976) and is known 
under the term Urban Heat Island (UHI). It is generally found to increase with city size 
(Oke, 1973). Thermal remote sensing (and aircraft-based thermography) with sufficient 
capability to resolve streets, roofs and walls permits definition of yet another UHI, 
namely that for the ground surface. Urban surface and air masses above it rarely exist 
in thermal equilibrium. Therefore, it is imperative to describe the connection between 
the two urban parameters of surface temperature and air temperature to the underlying 
urban morphology. The need for simple methods to estimate urban heat island intensity 
within urban areas as a function of time, weather conditions and structural attributes is 
the overriding objective of this dissertation. In order to accomplish this, the present 
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study uses Landsat thermal data at decameter scale to assess and associate surface 
temperature with air temperature in the New York metropolitan area (Figure 2). 
 
Surfaces are in constant energy exchange with the air mass above them. 
Therefore, anything meaningful regarding surface temperature has to take into account 
the position of observations in the annual cycle and the air temperature of the 2m layer. 
With solar irradiation determined by planetary mechanics alone, surface temperature at 
any specific latitude would be predictable in the absence of atmosphere. It is therefore, 
pragmatic to examine the two in parallel. Also, current methods of observation bare 
technical limitations and biases that need to be addressed. These are the two lines of 
analysis in this study and will be addressed sequentially: (1) the relationship between 
surface temperature and air temperature in the context of annual cycle and (2) 
variability in surface temperature in the context of technical characteristics of satellite-
based observation (effective thermal anisotropy).  
 
Traditionally, thermal field studies use AVHRR or MODIS data. Coarse scale 
studies miss the relationship between land cover and temperature. Commonly used 
MODIS dataset offers insufficient temporal span for time-series analysis. Cloud cover 
greatly diminishes the number of usable scenes. Landsat’s 30 years of cross-calibrated 
data offers a sufficient time span and with spatial resolution of 60-120m it captures the 
urban environment at the scale of human structure. 
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Thermal remote sensing of the urban surface incorporates the effects of surface 
radiative and thermodynamic properties such as emissivity and admittance, radiative 
input at the surface from the sun and the effect of atmosphere (diffuse radiation). Land 
surface temperature is an important indicator of surface energy conditions (Li et al, 
2013). Thermal energy interactions at the earth-atmosphere boundary directly impact 
human living conditions. Surface temperature is associated with human comfort as well 
as large scale energy consumption. Energy exchange at earth’s surface drives a 
sequence of atmospheric and weather processes. Surface and atmospheric 
modifications due to urbanization generally lead to a modified thermal climate that is 
warmer than the surrounding non-urbanized areas (Voogt et al, 2003). Thermal remote 
sensing provides spatially continuous observations offering a great advantage for the 
study of the urban thermal environment. Proper definition of remotely sensed variables 
remains important in order to understand precisely the information content of remotely 
sensed quantities and how they relate to actual surface properties. 
 
 Landsat time series is a widely used dataset but has not been previously used in 
the context of this study. The present study will examine the development of surface 
temperature and air temperature in parallel in with the course of the annual cycle. The 
use of SVD linear mixture model to calculate emissivity at pixel level can be applied to 
historical Landsat data as well as to most recent Landsat 8. It is proposed as an 
alternative to other classification methods that are based on vegetation indices 
(Haasemi, 2016, Ranagalage, 2017) and other coarse classification schemes. 
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Knowledge derived from this dataset is transferable to all modern and future datasets of 
varying spatial and temporal scales.  
  
 
Figure 1: Study area, WRS-2 scene footprints and locations of four meteorological 
stations located in four major airports (JFK, LGA, EWR, TEB). 
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Figure 2: Landsat 8 thermal scene of target area. Illuminated view geometry, April 2014.  
 
 Urban heat island (UHI) is the phenomenon where urban centers are found to 
have higher air temperature than their surrounding rural areas. Central in satellite UHI 
research are several studies by Sobrino et al, (1991, 1995, 1996, 2004, 2008). The 
typical UHI studies use a classification method to characterize the urban surface and 
examine temperature as a function of urban density. One of the most recent studies 
using classical methodology and Landsat Thematic Mapper thermal data is the study by 
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Bokaie et al, (2016) that assesses the relationship between land surface temperature 
and land cover over the city of Tehran, Iran.  
 
 The thermal data collection and processing of Landsat thermal time-series data 
in this dissertation involves factors not comprehensively listed and accounted for in 
previous research. The importance of view angle is mentioned in the literature mostly by 
Voogt (2003, 2005, 2008) and Lagouarde (2004, 2008) but has not been functionally 
implemented in satellite urban thermography. Studies using Landsat thermal scenes are 
commonly treated as if all content is viewed at nadir. The second chapter of this 
dissertation is dedicated in the study of satellite thermal anisotropy.   
 
 Urban heat island effect is assessed in terms of intensity and magnitude using 
either surface temperature or air temperature but a relation between the two has not 
been successfully described. Two very recent studies by Sheng et al, (2017) and Xiong 
et al, (2017) in China consider air temperature and surface temperature. The study by 
Sheng et al, includes both surface temperature and air temperature as indicators of 
urban heat island in Hangzhou, China. This study uses only 15 Landsat-5 scenes and a 
30-day moving average of air temperature data. The two factors are not compared 
synchronously, and temporal averaging of air temperatures makes direct connections 
difficult to detect. The second study by Xiong et al, compares Landsat 5 surface 
temperature with synchronous air temperature using only two thermal scenes. Using 
direct correlation to describe this relationship is static and the use of only two scenes 
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fails to describe the environmental process and its natural complexity and periodicity. 
The Xiong study concludes that no correlation can be drawn between surface 
temperature and air temperature at a=0.05 confidence interval. We believe that their 
method fails to capture inter-annual variability and the dynamic character of surface 
temperature to air temperature relationship. In the first chapter of this dissertation, a 
design to integrate these factors is described and implemented. 
 
 Solar input, surface temperature and air temperature during several annual 
cycles are plotted in Figure 3. Blue and magenta circles indicate solar angle at time of 
acquisition from Landsat 7 and Landsat 5 respectively as a proxy of solar flux. Red and 
black dots mark surface temperature observations in degrees Celsius from path 13 and 
path 14 respectively. The air temperature envelope for period 1999-2003 is provided 
from hourly air temperature measurements in degrees Celsius. (Central Park on the left; 





 Figure 3: Composite year incorporating five years of Landsat 5 and Landsat 7 
brightness temperatures, corresponding sun angles at time of acquisition and ground-
based air temperature observations in two locations JFK airport and Central Park. 
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 Surface and air temperature maxima appear shifted in comparison to the solar 
angle progression. Variability in surface temperature observations is apparent as is 
deviation between observations taken under different view geometry. Also, distribution 
of values is distinctly different in between locations within the study area which can be 
explained on basis of urban morphology. In the example, vegetated Central Park 
appears very different from exposed substratum JFK airfield. Basic questions that arise 
are: Why is there a difference between the theoretical and the actual heating? What are 
the factors contributing to variability both temporally (between scenes) and spatially 
(across a single scene)? The proposed methods introduced in this dissertation to 
address these two questions are (1) a new approach to time series analysis of surface 
temperature and air temperature data and (2) bivariate comparison of day-apart thermal 
scene pairs under various imaging conditions. 
 
Chapter I: Seasonality of Urban Thermal Environment 
 
This chapter expands on seasonal characterization of the urban thermal 
environment by exploring the relationship between surface temperature and air 
temperature. It brings together calibrated surface temperature and air temperature 
observations during several seasonal cycles and uses the impact of urban land cover to 
interpret the results. The effect of different spatial scales on the observation is 
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discussed. New York City’s size and diversity of land cover makes it a good laboratory 
for analysis of the urban environment.  
  
 Given that the urban surface is in constant energy exchange with the 2m layer of 
the atmosphere, the distinction between heat that is a direct result of local solar 
radiation of the earth’s surface from advected heat that is transported by the moving air 
masses, becomes meaningful. In this context, a heat wave can be described as a 
condition where advected air masses with temperature higher than that of the urban 
surface moves over the city and inverts the energy exchange direction. The same 
condition can be reached when the rate of thermal radiation from the urban surface 
reaches the limit of heat capacity of the air mass above it.  
 
Background studies in surface temperature  
 
In a review of urban climatology research, Arnfield et al, (2003) gives a 
comprehensive list of observational studies for the heat island effect. One of the 
conclusions of the review is the need for simple methods to estimate urban heat island 
intensity within urban areas as a function of time, weather conditions and structural 
attributes. This is in perfect alignment with the objectives of the present work. The 
applications of such methods in the areas of urban climatology, phenology, energy 
conservation, and weather forecasting can be significant.     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Using MODIS data in several European cities, Schwarz et al (2011) stress the 
need to include several indicators in describing and quantifying surface urban heat 
island accurately while differences and instabilities between indicators such as surface 
temperature and air temperature need to be taken into account.    
 
 Study of Hu et al (2016) was the first to use remotely sensed satellite data for 
assessment of thermal anisotropy and specifies the need to fully characterize and 
adjust for its effect for all urban applications. They found that daytime thermal 
anisotropy can be as high as 9 Kelvin  in urban settings in Chicago and New York but 
acknowledge some caveats related to the nature of the MODIS sensor and orbit.  
Several factors including annual solar angle, seasonal vegetation phenology, 
atmospheric effects and variable urban land use are identified as in need of further 
investigation. However, the issue of instantaneous thermal anisotropy of satellite 
thermal scenes requires non-aggregated thermal data of higher spatial resolution than 
MODIS to be addressed effectively. 
 
 Most recent studies of Haasemi (2016) and Ranagalage (2017) investigate the 
surface urban heat island effect using Landsat thermal data in combination with 
classification schemes to distinguish urban build up areas from vegetated areas.  
Haasemi study uses MODIS 8-day average LST at 1km resolution and synchronized 
Landsat 8 monthly averaged thermal data (Figure 4).  
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Figure 4: From the study of Haasemi et al. 2016. Seasonal land surface temperature 
according to various surface classes. 
 
The same study uses Aster data to characterize surface biophysical variables 
and associate the temperature responses with these variables over the city of Teheran. 
The study by Ranagalage (2017) uses only three images, two from Landsat 5 and one 
from Landsat 8 at interval of 10 years and a similar classification model to characterize 
the urban-rural gradient around the city of Colombo, Sri Lanka and associate the 




Figure 5: From Ranagalage et al. (2017) with scatterplots of MODIS-derived NDVI, 
NDBI (normalized difference build-up index) and surface temperature in three distinct 
periods ten years apart showing different thermal response between vegetated and 
build up areas over Sri Lanka. 
 
 As in the above studies on urban heat island, it is common practice to use either 
land surface temperature or air temperature to assess the magnitude of this effect. This 
is attempted by comparison of temperatures between build-up and rural areas around 
the cities. However, urban surfaces are in constant energy exchange with the layer 
directly above it. Also, most studies use temporal averages of temperatures often 
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excluding the cold part of the annual cycle. The present study will examine the 
development of surface temperature and air temperature in parallel in the course of the 
annual cycle. 
 
Seasonality data and method 
 
 We use multi-season Landsat thermal imagery to investigate variations in urban 
thermal anisotropy at decameter scales.  While several studies (discussed in detail 
below) have used individual acquisitions of meter-scale airborne imagery to quantify 
urban thermal anisotropy, temporal variations have only been studied at kilometer 
scales.  However, the characteristic spatial scale of the urban land cover mosaic is in 
the 10-100 m range in most urban environments (Small, 2003), suggesting that 
anisotropic effects may warrant consideration at decameter scales. Chapter 2 
elaborates on the issue of multitemporal thermal anisotropy of two contrasting land 
cover environments in New York City using Landsat-5 and Landsat-7 thermal data. The 
thermal sensors’ spatial resolution of 120m and 60m (respectively) can image thermal 
effects of neighborhood scale urban structures (Figure 2). Landsat scenes are 
catalogued using the global notation of the World Reference System (WRS). It covers 
the earth from -180 to 180 degrees longitude and from -82.6 to 82.6 degrees latitude in 
numbered paths and rows respectively. Geometries of WRS-2 paths 13 and 14 are near 
the principal solar plane in opposing views (Figure 7). Sensor sidelap geometry allows 
direct comparison of sun-facing and shadow-facing perspectives of the urban thermal 
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field with one day apart acquisitions (Figure 1). Comparing these day-apart sidelap 
images allows us to quantify the combined thermal effects of two opposing view 
geometries under similar illumination geometry for a range of different seasonal 
illumination conditions.  Anisotropic effects of view geometry and sensor resolution can 
be distinguished predictably as changes in bivariate temperature distributions. Ground-
based air temperature data from four local stations is used as reference to control for 
changes in atmospheric thermal conditions. 
  
 
Figure 6: Schematic of mid latitude Landsat solar and view geometries at scene 




 The present research uses Landsat-5, Landsat-7 and Landsat-8 scenes both in 
the visible and thermal IR range. Spatial resolution of the three instruments ranges from 
60-120m. All data resampled to 30m. Landsat optical bands are collected at 30m.  
 
 The effect of increasing buffer size on the distribution of temperatures was 
examined up to size of 30x30 pixels. Comparison of annual averages of temperature 
distributions at 7x7, 15x15 and 30x30 buffer size are displayed in Figure 8 (see also, 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistical analysis in Appendix1). The effect of increasing buffer 
size shows loss of high temperatures up to 3 degrees Celsius due to spatial averaging. 
Therefore, values presented in the analysis on seasonality are based on mean and 
standard deviation of surface temperature distribution of the 7x7 pixel buffers around 
the four meteorological stations. Climatology is derived using point-measurements 
around 1030 local time so that it coincides as close as possible to time-of-acquisition of 
remotely sensed surface temperature scenes. 
 
Hourly air temperature and other meteorological data at the 2m layer are 
acquired at 4 locations dispersed in the study area (Figure 1). Air temperature dataset 
covers years 1980-2017 and includes relative humidity, barometric pressure, wind 
speed and direction, dry and wet bulb temperature, cloud cover, dew point. Dry bulb 
temperature in Celsius is used in this analysis. Altitude, relative humidity and barometric 
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pressure is used as input in the calculation of atmospheric profiles for three of the four 
stations in the atmospheric correction section.  
 
The seasonal profile of surface temperature and matched air temperature is 
derived for four stations. Also, air temperature climatology is extracted and plotted 
against day-of-year for the entire 1980-2017 period. Air temperature envelope with 
sinusoidal curve fitting is displayed in Figure 10. The four meteorological stations are 
located in areas with different geographic characteristics. Proximity to large water 
masses and terrain profile included in the 7x7 buffer is different at the four stations. 
Climatology figures display single daily temperature observations between 0950-
1050LT (local time) based on availability. There is a data gap for Teterboro station 
between 1999-2003 with very sparse records. They are included in the analysis for sake 
of completeness.  
 
Figure 7: Solar principal plane, zenith angle and azimuth. From Doctor et al, (2015). 
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Coordinates of the four meteorological stations: 
 
JFK; KENNEDY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
Latitude: 40° 38' 34" N  
Longitude: 73° 46' 52" W  
 
LGA; LAGUARDIA AIRPORT 
Latitude: 40° 46' 25" N  
Longitude: 73° 53' 08" W  
 
EWR; NEWARK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
Latitude: 40° 42' 22" N  
Longitude: 74° 09' 36" W  
 
TEB; TETERBORO AIRPORT, NJ 
Latitude: 40° 51' 32" N 
Longitude: 74° 3' 22" W 
  
 Dry-bulb air temperature hourly measurements have been obtained from four 
stations distributed in the target area and located in the four airports of Laguardia, JFK, 
Newark and Teterboro. The entire dataset is used to calculate the climatology of each 
location. Individual measurements closest to time of overpass are selected for direct 
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comparison between satellite surface temperature and ground-based air temperature 
observations (2m layer).  
 
Seasonal variation of local insolation is strictly defined by planetary geometry. 
According to this corollary of Lambert’s Law, direct-beam short-wave radiation S is 
calculated as: 
 
S = Si*cosΘ 
 
where S is the flux density of the beam radiation at the surface, Si is the flux 
density normal to the beam and Θ is the angle between the beam and the normal to the 
surface (Oke, Boundary Layer Climates, 1978). Outgoing long-wave radiation (Lout) from 
any surface is governed by its temperature (Το) and emissivity (εο) as expressed below: 
 
Lout = εοσΤο4  
 
Where εο is the emissivity, Το is the surface temperature and σ is the Stefan-
Boltzmann proportionality constant = 5.67*10-8 W m-2 K-4. Variability of surface 
temperature within days of same or close solar and view geometries can only be 
attributed to interactions between surface and atmosphere. Air masses transport energy 
between areas of different heat potential. We designate the two different processes as 
“locally produced” vs “advected” heat. Characterization of land cover and its response to 
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insolation can be addressed spectrally. By definition, a sensor can register only the 
visible part of a target. Anything hidden due to terrain roughness does not contribute to 
the signal received at sensor. Therefore, analysis of the actual signal is a direct method 
of addressing three-dimensionality of the urban terrain and its imaging. In order to 
derive meaningful spectral classes at pixel level, the linear mixture model was employed 
for the purpose of this study (Small, 2004).  
 
 The target area falls within the sidelap of WRS Paths 13 and 14 which allows 
imaging at symmetric but opposite angles (Figure 1). The target area is viewed at a 
sunlit-facing angle in Path 13 and a shadow-facing angle in Path 14. Cloud free (< 5%) 
thermal scenes of New York Metro area were selected from Landsat archive. Landsat 5, 
7 and 8 scenes are available for periods 1984-2011, 1999-2003 (before Landsat 7 scan-
line correction malfunction) and 2011-2017 respectively. The datasets used include 402 
(206 Path-13 + 196 Path-14) Landsat 5, 62 (30 Path-13 + 32 Path-14) Landsat 7 and 70 
(30 Path-13 + 40 Path-14) Landsat 8 scenes. Surface temperature from Landsat 5, 
Landsat 7 and Landsat 8 instruments was averaged from a 7x7 pixel co-registered 
buffers around four meteorological stations located in each of the area’s four major 
airports. Solar elevation and time of acquisition was extracted from the satellite 
metadata of each thermal scene. Hourly air temperature measurements were obtained 
from NOAA National Center for Environmental Information covering period 1980-2017. 
Daily air temperature profiles (climatology) for ~10:30 local time was produced for each 
station (Figures 11 & 12). A sinusoidal curve fitting was applied to climatology to 
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underline the characteristic seasonality pattern. Air temperature measurements were 
spatiotemporally paired with surface temperatures from Landsat thermal scenes 
(Figures 13 & 14). Information from the two different view geometries are plotted in 
different color in all figures (Figures 10-12). 
 
Seasonality Results & Discussion 
 
The yearly rise and fall of surface temperature (ST) and air temperature (AT) is 
visualized in the following figures (Figures 8-12). We examine seasonal variability of ST 
and AT between two view geometries, four stations and three instruments. The two 
viewing geometries are expected to have differences due to different shadow 
component contribution (Figure 15). The four stations represent areas with different 
geographic and morphological characteristics. The three instruments have similar 
response curves and are cross-calibrated, but they collect scenes at different spatial 
resolution. The effect of spatial resolution can be illustrated by comparing responses 
between the three instruments (Figures 8 & 9). Observations from different view 
geometries are plotted with different colors or in separate plots. Solar elevation is a 
direct measure of local solar flux (Lambert’s Law). The seasonal solar elevation curve 
(SE) is included in Figures 10,11 and 12. All observations reference approximately 1030 
local time. Air temperature at the time closest to Landsat overpass is paired with each 
Landsat ST record in Figures 13 and 14. Mean ST of the 7x7 buffer is plotted for each 
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station and each instrument with standard deviation bars (Figures 10-13). The 
relationship between ST to AT is examined using scatterplots in Figure 16.  
  
 The effect of spatial resolution is illustrated in Figures 8 & 9 in the shape of the 
curves between different instruments. Also, plotting of response curves of different 
buffer size is indicative of the smoothing function of increased aggregation of 
temperatures. The three buffer sizes compared are 7x7, 15x15 and 30x30 pixels. The 
7x7 buffer captures peak values up to 3 degrees higher than the 30x30 one. The 7x7 
pixel buffer is selected.  
 
The buffer size becomes significant only in the warm period of the year as is 
shown in Figures 8 & 9. The shows that only during the warm months there is a 
difference of up to 3 degrees when temperatures are aggregated over buffers of varying 
extent. This magnitude can be significant in the context of urban thermal anisotropy as 
discussed in the technical chapter. Also, the discrepancy of 3 oC between sensors in the 
peak season is significant and has to be factored in when comparing temperatures 
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 Figure 8: Average Surface Temperature curves for increasing radius buffers 





Shaded View Geometry 
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 Figure 9: Average Surface Temperature curves for increasing radius buffers 




 The first observation is that neither surface temperature nor air temperature is 
synchronous with insolation. Assuming that the only heat source is incoming solar 
radiation, the reaction to increasing energy influx is not immediate. Both surface 
temperature (ST) and air temperature (AT) composite annual curves appear to lag in 
phase from the solar elevation curve. 
 
 The second observation is that surface temperature is systematically higher than 
air temperature at any specific time and location. The difference increases as a function 
of solar flux. This is in agreement with previous study by Haashemi et al (2016) as is 
clearly shown in Figure 4. Surface temperature and air temperature curves converge 
during the last northern hemisphere trimester. This convergence is less pronounced in 
the shadow-facing geometry (Figure 14). Different heat capacity between surface and 
air mass is increasingly influential with increasing energy influx. 
  
 The third observation is a phase difference between the day of year average 
surface and air temperatures peak. The difference can vary between 2 and 13.4 days 
(Figure 13). The phase difference is smaller with higher sampling (Landsat 5) as it 
averages more of inter-annual variability. This is central to this study and supports the 




 The fourth observation is that there is higher variance in surface temperature in 
Laguardia station across different spatial resolutions (Figures 10, 12, 13 & 14). This is 
possibly due to geographic peculiarities in Laguardia station and its close proximity to 
body of water. Inclusion of water surface in the 7x7 pixel sampling can adequately 
explain this characteristic. Water has markedly different reaction to incoming energy 
from any type of exposed natural or artificial substrate as well as vegetation. 
 
The fifth observation is that there is a difference in surface temperature between 
the sun-viewing and the shadow viewing angles. The difference does not exceed 3 C 
across the four sampled locations. Airports and surrounding areas are relatively flat. 
Low terrain roughness at the four experimental locations can partially explain the 
absence of significant surface temperature difference between illuminated and shaded 
view geometry (Figure 15).  
 
The sixth observation is that several orbit corrections of Landsat 5 can be visible 
in the solar angle plot. During its life, the spacecraft went over several orbit adjustment 
maneuvers and this is apparent in the jagged solar angle lines even when plotted by 
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 Figure 10: Satellite seasonal surface temperature at four stations and solar 
elevation (SE) at time of acquisition (Landsat-5 decadal solar elevation, one line per 
decade per path). Curve fit in surface temperature per view geometry; Illuminated view 
in red, shaded view in blue. 
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Figure 11: Seasonal Air Temperature Envelope (2m layer) at four locations and 
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Figure 12: Satellite Surface Temperature & Climatology with Curve Fitting (sinusoidal 
curve fitting); Air temperature 1984-2017 ~1050LT 
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 The relationship between surface temperature and air temperature and its 
development across several seasonal cycles is the central topic of this study. In the 
following two pages (Figure 13 & 14) this relationship is presented in a way that 
facilitates direct comparison in terms of relative magnitude and phase difference 
between the two parameters across different targets, view geometries and sensor 
spatial resolutions. Each point represents mean temperatures for a 7x7 pixel buffer 
around the meteorological stations located in the four airports. Key points that have to 
be factored in while interpreting these results are the number of observations in each 
instrument dataset, the distribution of these observations across a composite year, and 
the individual instrument characteristics.  
 
  Air temperatures as close as possible to the time of satellite derived surface 
temperatures are selected from the hourly meteorological records. The time span is 
significantly wider for Landsat 5 (1984-2011) than Landsat 7 (1999-2003) before SLC 
malfunction and Landsat 8 (2013-2017). A sinusoidal curve fit is added for each 
parameter. Phase difference is calculated between the two curves in each panel as the 
difference between (xat - xst) at the upper limit of f(yst) and f(yat) respectively. The 
Teterboro station has significant data gaps making it sometimes impossible to match 
enough data points with Landsat 7. The panels are included for sake of completeness 




 The surface temperature curve is consistently higher than air temperature across 
all locations and this is independent of view angle and instrument. The difference is 
stronger in the warm months of the year. This difference is minimal for the Teterboro 
station viewed from Landsat 5 and is the only case where air temperature and surface 
temperature are almost the same at peak summer season. 
 
 The phase difference between the surface and air annual average temperatures 
is considered as a central finding of this dissertation. Curve fit of Landsat 5 thermal data 
incorporates higher inter-annual variability than Landsat 7 or Landsat 8 that cover 
approximately 5 annual cycles. However, the difference is detected across all 
instruments, locations and time periods. The phase shift supports the initial assumption 
that heat is transported into the target area by advected air masses. This finding reveals 
a characteristic of a mesoscale process that expresses locally as a phase difference 
between the two heat indicators. The implied significance of this finding is first, that at 
least part of the urban heat island effect has its source outside the narrow boundaries of 
the urban target under investigation and second, that this contribution may be significant 
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Figure 13: Surface Temperature and Air Temperature at time of acquisition; Four 
stations; Three instruments; Illuminated view geometry. 
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Shaded View Geometry 
 Landsat 5: 1985-2011 Landsat 7: 1999-2003 Landsat 8: 2013-2017 
   
 
   
 
   
 
   
 
Figure 14: Surface Temperature and Air Temperature at time of acquisition; Four 
stations; Three instruments; Shaded view geometry. 
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 There are three ways to assess the information in these two figures. First, is to 
compare the seasonal character of surface and air temperature patterns within each 
panel. Second, is to compare column-wise variations between the four locations 
observed by every instrument. Third, is to compare horizontally how the three different 
instruments record the seasonal cycle of surface temperature and air temperature in the 
same target site. 
 
  The typical pattern shows the two curves diverging most as they approach the 
peak temperatures and converge in the low ends of the range. Air temperature is 
consistently lower than surface temperature at the warm months of the year. In the case 
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Figure 15: Seasonal surface temperature curves registered from opposite view 




 Temperature difference between opposite view geometries is not as pronounced 
as expected. Observations presented in Figure 15 show differences between the 
surface temperature distributions from the three instruments that can be attributed to 
differences in spatial resolution. Although the sun facing view is marginally warmer in 
the peak of the warm season, the difference is small and there are cases where 
shadow-facing view appears warmer. What is of interest is the phase difference of the 
two curves recorded in the high spatial resolution instrument (Landsat 8). It appears that 
the two views do not vary so much in temperature magnitude as in phase. This can be a 
result of sampling. A small number of observations unequally distributed across the 
composite year may skew the fitted curve to appear lagging in phase.  
 
Relationship between surface temperature and air temperature is explored in the 
scatterplots below (Figure 16). The 1:1 line and LSS linear regression for each view 
geometry is included in each plot for reference. The first observation is that surface 
temperature is consistently higher than air temperature (slope > 1). This is in agreement 
with physical processes where surfaces heat faster and to greater degree than air.  
 
The difference between sun-facing and shadow-facing surface temperature 
distributions is displayed in scatterplots of Figure 16. Note the very similar regression 
lines between the two groups. The curves in Landsat 5 are closer to the expected 
characteristic pattern of thermal anisotropy. The four test sites contain relatively flat 
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terrain that does not amplify the anisotropic effect. Sites with high vertical profile need to 
be tested for conclusive results in this aspect of urban thermal research.  
 
Some degree of heteroscedasticity observed in the distributions of Landsat 7 and 
Landsat 8 plots can be attributed to unequal distribution of observations throughout the 
calendar year. The phenomenon disappears in Landsat 5 plots where the number of 
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Figure 16: Scatterplots Surface Temperature vs Air Temperature; Four stations; Three 




Chapter II: Thermal Anisotropy under Varying Imaging Conditions 
 
The combination of three-dimensional structure of cities and solar oblique 
irradiation produces an “effective anisotropy” of surface thermal emission (Krayenhoff & 
Voogt, 2016). At neighborhood scale, urban facets receive uneven heating which is 
registered in remotely-sensed surface temperature as a function of view angle.  These 
spatial and temporal variations in illumination are important because they control a 
fundamental boundary condition on urban microclimates. The following section aims to 
describe the individual factors that create biases in satellite thermal observations. The 
method is centered around differences in view angle. Additionally, instrument resolution, 
solar angle, urban morphology and atmospheric effects are rigorously examined.  
 
Remotely-sensed urban surface temperature fields vary with solar and view 
geometry. The nature of this anisotropy depends on land cover type and configuration.  
Instrument resolution, view geometry, and atmospheric changes also contribute to the 
imaging of a remotely sensed thermal fields in ways that can complicate imaging of the 
energy exchange and its anisotropy.  In a multi-season comparison of MODIS surface 
temperature in New York and Chicago, Hu et al. (2016) find that directional anisotropic 
effects can be as large as 9 Kelvin at aggregate spatial scales of 1 km.  However, the 
characteristic spatial scale of the land cover mosaic is in the 60-100 m range in most 
urban environments, suggesting that anisotropic effects may warrant consideration at 
decameter scales.  In this study, we seek to quantify effective thermal anisotropy at 
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decameter scales using day-apart Landsat 5 and Landsat 7 thermal scene pairs in an 
effort to quantify the relative effects of thermal anisotropy, sensor resolution, land cover 
type and seasonal thermal responses. Sidelap of Landsat thermal scenes taken 24 
hours apart over the New York Metropolitan area allow direct comparison of brightness 
temperatures for two opposing sun-sensor-target geometries. The magnitude and 
covariance of the temperature difference distributions are explained as the net result of 
view and solar geometry, urban morphology, instrument spatial resolution and 
atmospheric thermal characteristics. The combined effect of all factors can yield 
differences of 5 K over a variety of land cover types in New York. The magnitude of 
these effects suggests that anisotropy of thermal fields at decameter scales should be 
considered when using, and particularly when comparing Landsat thermal imagery.  
 
Background studies in thermal anisotropy 
 
 The urban heat island is one of the most clearly established examples of 
inadvertent modification of climate with significant practical implications regarding 
energy and water conservation, human health and comfort, air pollution dispersion and 
local air circulation. Initial efforts to understand the heat island phenomenon were 
focused on mapping the changes in the nature of surface and atmosphere 
accompanying urban development (Rao et al, 1972). Angular effects on surface 
temperature for various plant canopies and bare soil are investigated as early as 1995 
(Lagouarde et al). Several studies have used satellite infrared data to demonstrate UHI 
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phenomena in large US cities. Remotely sensed observations are constrained by their 
spatial and temporal resolution. The issue of spatial averaging of diverse surfaces using 
1.1km spatial resolution (NOAA AVHRR) is described by Roth, Oke & Emery, (1989). 
 
 Roth et al. (1989), raises important questions regarding anisotropy in the 
interpretation of satellite-derived thermal imagery. Three of those related to the present 
study refer to the biased view of satellite sensors over rough surfaces, the issues of 
scale of observation which reveal themselves when comparing thermal scenes of 
different spatial resolution and the lack of simple coupling between surface temperature 
and air temperature in the urban system. The importance of horizontal energy transport 
by air (advected heat) in the study of urban heat island is underscored.  
  
 Limitations of remotely sensed thermal fields are clearly outlined by Voogt (1995) 
as related to atmospheric attenuation, non-blackbody surface emissivity, spatial 
aggregation of the thermal signal over heterogeneous surfaces and anisotropic radiance 
distribution. Directional anisotropy is defined as variability in thermal emission as a 
function of hemispherical view angle. Atmospheric attenuation refers to energy 
conversion due to absorption and scattering along the atmospheric path. Calculation of 
surface temperature without material-specific emissivity involves some degree of 
overestimation as none of the urban surfaces are composed of perfect 
absorbers/emitters (Roth et al., 1989). Complex urban morphology guarantees some 
degree of spatial averaging of surfaces with varying emissivities (Lagouarde et al., 
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2003).    
 
 The modeling study of Voogt and Oke (1997) deals with the definition and 
specification of the heterogeneous and highly convoluted three-dimensional land-
atmosphere interface of the urban environment. They model a “complete urban surface” 
and compare modeled with observational temperature data over three land-use types. 
Their findings point to differences between remotely sensed urban surface temperature 
and complete surface temperature estimates regardless of nadir or off-nadir viewing. 
Near solar noon all vertical surfaces have temperature distributions cooler than the 
horizontal ones. The complete surface temperature estimates Tc are closer to T-nadir. 
Therefore, off-nadir in the direction of the most shaded facet appears to be in the 
closest agreement with the complete surface temperature during midday 
measurements. In Voogt and Oke, (1998) the study extends to investigate the 
magnitude of effective anisotropic variations in urban thermal emissions over select 
land-use areas in Vancouver, Canada. Their study supports directional variations over 
three types of urban morphologies (residential, light-industrial, downtown) and confirms 
earlier findings of under-sampling of the complete surface by remote sensors. They 
quantify the anisotropic effect at a similar scale as that of atmospheric influence and 
suggest that low resolution can have a modulating effect on anisotropy especially if it 
averages areas of several types of land-cover. Implications of the last two findings are 
investigated in the present study. 
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 Voogt and Oke in 2003, discuss improvements on spatial and spectral resolution 
of next-generation satellite-based sensors and their use in urban thermal remote 
sensing applications. The fact that a significant portion of the complete urban surface 
may not be viewed by the sensor due its three-dimensional structure is defined in detail 
(Voogt and Oke, 2003). The need for better definition of the urban surface is 
underscored. Determination of radiative and structural parameters from remote sensing, 
combined use of radiative transfer, sensor view and surface energy balance models, 
and observational studies are identified as key areas for future research on thermal 
anisotropy. 
 
 The complete observational mapping of hemispherical TIR radiation over 
complex urban surfaces is documented in Marseille by Lagouarde et al., (2004) and 
Toulouse, Lagouarde & Irvine (2008) where important differences between nadir and 
off-nadir temperatures are demonstrated. Urban canopy structure and its relation to 
thermal anisotropy is well described and the difference between nadir and off-nadir 
surface temperatures are computed for a range between 0-60 degrees in all directions. 
Temperature variations between -5 and +7 degrees Celsius were recorded across the 
principal plane of the city calculated using an arbitrary but realistic lambertian emissivity 
of 0.96. The study stresses the importance of remote scene time of acquisition as it 
relates to solar angle and the need for inclusion of angular variations for effective 
improvement on surface temperature retrieval.   
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 Soux et al., 2004 propose a model to calculate surface-sun-sensor relations. The 
SUM model is tested against field and scale model observations and is capable of 
predicting the visibility of individual components as well as if they receive direct sunlight 
or not. The model can be used to determine the optimal placement and orientation of 
remote sensors and, given facet temperatures, determine system average temperature 
and directional variation of temperature (anisotropy). The use of SUM model 
demonstrates the sensitivity of remotely sensed temperature to sensor location, 
orientation, FOV and target structure providing critically important insight to future 
experimental design decisions (Soux, Voogt and Oke, 2004)  
 
 Some complexities of model simulation of thermal anisotropy over urban 
surfaces are elaborated in the study of Voogt and Krayenhoff (2005). The contribution of 
microscale surface structure and variability in radiative and thermal properties of 
surfaces within the view field are highlighted. Anisotropy as a function of canyon Height-
to-Width (H/W) geometry is examined over different land-cover types. The ratio H/W = 1 
is found to register the highest anisotropic effect. The estimation of large anisotropic 
differences in commonly observed urban geometries indicates that the effect is not 
confined in areas characterized by tall buildings but can be significant across large 
extents of urban surfaces. Additional evaluation of urban surface energy balance 
models in assessing anisotropy is performed by Krayenhoff and Voogt, (2007) with a 
sub-facet scale urban energy balance model (TUF-3D) and Voogt, (2008) SUM. The 
combination of these two models can be used to investigate the extent of effective 
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anisotropy and its sensitivity to a wide range of factors. The SUM model can generate 
reasonable estimates of directional radiometric temperature provided that facet 
temperatures are known. Fully hemispheric plots are provided in this study with some 
underestimation of the effective anisotropy compared with the observed values (Voogt, 
2008). 
 
 A systematic investigation of the morphological causation of urban thermal 
anisotropy is presented by Krayenhoff and Voogt (2016). They find thermal and 
radiative material properties to be a weaker predictor of anisotropy than neighborhood 
morphology. Factors that modulate effective anisotropy are characterized as direct 
(view geometry) and indirect (solar geometry, land-cover, material properties, 
atmosphere). Underestimation of anisotropy by the TUF3D-SUM model was consistent 
with earlier findings (Krayenhoff and Voogt, 2007; Voogt, 2008). The discrepancy can 
be attributed to modest amounts of surface structure (0.06-0.12 of the plan area 
fraction) indicating the sensitivity of the sensor-target system. The lack of direct 
observations of satellite anisotropy over urban areas and the importance of land-cover 
heterogeneity as a possibly significant factor are underscored. The authors suggest that 
future work should more systematically investigate the variation of urban anisotropy with 
off-nadir angle sensors. Following their approach, the present study will investigate the 
effective anisotropy in terms of differences in brightness temperature (BT) in order to 
avoid the issue of temperature-emissivity separation. Together, these studies highlight 
the substantial variance in urban surface temperatures as a function of view and 
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illumination geometries.  However, these factors are rarely considered explicitly in most 
studies using Landsat imagery.  These studies suggest that across-swath variations in 
view geometry may introduce significant bias – even for near-nadir geometries like 
those of the Landsat thermal sensors. 
 
 The first satellite observational study of urban anisotropy by Hu et al., in 2016 
uses MODIS Land Surface Temperature (LST) products over Chicago and New York 
City at 1km spatial resolution. Anisotropy is calculated for different levels of urban land 
use. LST data are spatially and temporally aggregated. Only the warm months (May-
September) of a ten-year period are included in the study. The effect of anisotropy on 
estimation of Surface Urban Heat Island (SUHI) using MODIS LST is found to reach 2.3 
K over the selected target areas. The uncertainties related to MODIS LST atmospheric 
correction and the effects of differential angular emissivity on LST are mentioned. The 
issue of quantifying the instantaneous thermal anisotropy remains to be addressed.  
The purpose of this analysis is to quantify the combined effects of view geometry and 
sensor resolution as thermal anisotropy effects for Landsat thermal imagery. 
 
Anisotropy Data & Method 
 
 We quantify thermal anisotropy in a diversity of built and natural environments 
using 14 pairs of sidelapping Landsat thermal images collected by Landsats 5 and 7 
between 1999 and 2003. Landsat data offer decameter spatial resolution, excellent 
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inter-calibration, one-day apart sidelap orbits and five-year temporal overlap (before the 
L7 Scan Line Correction failure). From these 14 pairs of day-apart sidelap acquisitions, 
we select two subregions to investigate the effects of thermal anisotropy in very different 
land cover settings (described below). We use Landsat-5 and Landsat-7 band #6 
(10.40-12.50μm) calibrated to brightness temperature (BT) as described by Chander 
and Markham (2003).  Because we also wish to quantify the impact of atmospheric 
effects, we attempt no atmospheric correction at this stage. However, atmospheric 
correction issue is studied separately in section 6.  
 
 The orbits of Landsat 5 and 7 allow for sidelap of paths 13 and 14 one day apart. 
This allows for near-simultaneous comparison of view geometry and sensor resolution 
under nearly identical illumination conditions. WRS-2 paths 13 and 14 sidelap over New 
York metropolitan area (Figure 17). The sensor ground track splits each scene into an 
east southeast-viewing and a west northwest-viewing half. Temperature is acquired at 
nadir only along the ground track. The east and west halves of each scene are viewed 
at an off-nadir angle reaching 7.5 degrees at scene edges (swath width 15 degrees). 
Path and instrument are not matched exclusively creating two configurations. In 
configuration A, sun-facing path 13 is covered by Landsat-7 at 60 m spatial resolution 
and shadow-facing path 14 by Landsat-5 at 120m resolution. Configuration B 
corresponds to the complementary combination of view geometry and spatial resolution. 
Shadow-facing Path 14 is always imaged in the first day of each pair (see Table 1). 
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A total of 102 cloud-free scenes from WRS-2 Path-13/Row-32 and Path-14/Row-
32. were selected. Forty-eight covering Path-13 and 54 covering Path-13. The sensor-
path combinations are not unique, and sensors alternate in Path coverage. The two 
distinct combinations are designated as Configuration-A with Landsat-7 at Path-13 and 
Configuration-B with Landsat-7 at Path-14 (Table-1). 
 
Config-A    1 5 9 10 11 12 13 
Config-B 2 3 4 6 7 8 14 
  
Table-1. Landsat schedule offers two spacecraft covering two adjacent Paths in 
consecutive days. A subset of 14 such pairings has been created to compare 
differences in viewing geometry. A list of the 14 pairs with their designated 
configurations listed above: Config-A: Path-13/Landsat7; Config-B: Path-14/Landsat7 
 
 Meteorological records were obtained from the region’s four major airports, JFK, 
Laguardia (LGA), Newark (EWR) and Teterboro (TEB). Hourly dry-bulb air temperature 
records for each of the 28 observations were extracted from the records closest to the 





Figure 17: Index map with WRS-2 scene footprints, scene sidelap, target area footprints 
and weather stations. 
 
 The two areas are chosen to have different characteristics. Area-A (Brooklyn-
Queens) is residential/commercial containing several parks and cemeteries and part of 
JFK airport. Within Area A, different neighborhoods are characterized by different street 
grid orientations, building size distributions, and amounts of urban vegetation (e.g. 
lawns and street trees). The dimensions of Area A are 15 x 12 km. Area B (New Jersey) 
spans a gradient between suburban residential developments and a light industrial area 
with a large tidal wetland in between. The New Jersey Meadowlands are characterized 
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by large areas of open water amidst dense coverages of wetland vegetation (e.g. 
spartina and phragmites). The industrial area is characterized by large, flat-roofed 
warehouses, open paved areas, highways and rail thoroughfares. The dimensions of 
Area B are 12 x 15 km. 
 
Analysis on anisotropy 
 
 The analysis attempts to assess the effect of view angle, solar geometry and 
instrument resolution in remotely sensed surface temperatures using bi-variate 
temperature distribution parameters. We quantify these effects using the bivariate 
brightness temperature distributions of 14 co-registered day-apart sidelap acquisition 
pairs for both study areas. Mean temperature is used as an indicator of signal intensity 
and standard deviation as a measure of temperature dispersion. We use differences in 
mean, standard deviation and slope (covariance) to quantify the effects of anisotropy. If 
the day-apart acquisitions were imaging the same thermal field from the same geometry 
at the same spatial resolution under identical atmospheric conditions, we would expect 
the bivariate distribution to fall on the 1:1 line with little dispersion about it. We therefore 
expect differences in overall brightness temperature distribution to be manifest as 
differences in the mean and standard deviation of the two marginal distributions. We 
expect differences in spatial resolution to be manifest as differences in the range of 
temperatures as the lower resolution sensor on Landsat 5 more effectively attenuates 
extreme high and low temperature facets within the sensor's larger IFOV.  We expect 
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differences in atmospheric conditions to affect the means of the distributions in a 
manner consistent with air temperature variations while we expect differences in view 
and illumination geometry to vary in a manner consistent with solar elevation throughout 
the year.  Sun-facing view geometry is expected to have higher mean temperature than 
shadow-facing view due to greater relative area of sun-facing facets within the sensor 
IFOV. 
 
 Urban thermal anisotropy has been observed (e.g. Lagouarde et al. 2004, Voogt 
and Oke, 1998) and shown to be large with respect to the anisotropy of other natural or 
agricultural surfaces (Voogt & Krayenhoff, 2005). Urban morphology appears to be the 
major modulating factor of thermal anisotropy (Krayenhoff & Voogt, 2016). New York 
City offers a wide variety of these different land-cover types in a relatively small area. 
 
 Lower resolution scenes are expected to have narrower temperature range than 
higher resolution scenes due to greater averaging of extreme temperature features 
within the IFOV. The Landsat-5 thermal band has half the spatial resolution of Landsat-
7 (60m). Thus, temperature dispersion is expected to show marked differences between 
the two sensors.  
 
 Day and hour of scene acquisition indirectly modulates anisotropy by variation in 
solar angle. Shadow-illumination facet balance changes in the course of a day on time 
scales of minutes (Krayenhoff & Voogt, 2016). Additionally, more energy is absorbed 
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and re-emitted during daytime. Acquisitions later in the day are expected to have higher 
temperatures overall.  
 Air masses with distinctly different thermal load can move into the imaging path 
of the sensor in the 24-hour lapse between acquisitions. Such short time atmospheric 





 Bivariate brightness temperature distributions of co-registered sidelap images 
showing bi-directional thermal anisotropy and instrument spatial resolution are 
illustrated in Figure 18 and Figure 19. As expected, mean BT is higher for sun-facing 




Figure 18: Bi-directional thermal anisotropy in BT distributions as a result of viewing 
geometry and spatial resolution between Landsat-5 and Landsat-7 over area A. 
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Figure 19: Bi-directional thermal anisotropy in BT distributions as a result of viewing 
geometry and spatial resolution between Landsat-5 and Landsat-7 over area B. 
 
 Consistent with the initial assumptions, difference due to view angle expresses 
statistically as a mean shift between bivariate distributions and/or distribution axis 
rotation due to value dispersion (Figure 20). Lower resolution scenes can exhibit lower 
dispersion and lower mean temperatures due to wider temperature averaging. This is 




Figure 20: Schematic representation of geometric bias between different view angles 
expressed as combination of distribution shift and/or rotation (Temp in Kelvin). 
 
Table 2. Scene Mean BT (Kelvin), standard deviation, air temperature at corresponding 
stations in Celsius and solar elevation for all scenes by target area. Area A: Brooklyn-




 Two examples of pairs with significant statistical differences displayed in Figure 
21 and Figure 22. The first pair (#11) shows highest anisotropy of all observed pairs. 
The second pair (#10) illustrates dominance of spatial resolution.  
Area	A Air	Temp	C Area	B Air	Temp	C
Config Instr Res(m) Pair# Day Mean	BT STD JFK LGA Solar	E Mean	BT STD EWR TEB
A 5 120 1 53 297.3 1.34 5 7.2 32.257 278.5 2.4 6.7 6.7
7 60 54 283 1.47 7.8 9.4 34.624 280.2 3.2 9.4 8.3
B 7 60 2 85 289.7 1.68 12.2 15.6 46.037 289.7 3.1 17.2 15.6
5 120 86 289.7 1.5 12.8 11.7 44.698 289.7 2.7 13.3 12.8
B 7 60 3 130 299 3.52 21.7 21.7 60.516 299.1 4.6 21.7 21.1
5 120 131 297.6 2.58 16.1 15.6 59.017 297.5 4.2 17.8 16.1
B 7 60 4 226 303.6 1.68 28.9 31.7 56.483 303.3 3.1 32.2 32.8
5 120 227 301.3 1.45 28.3 31.1 54.348 301.2 2.6 31.1 30.6
A 5 120 5 250 301.1 2.17 24.4 25 48.477 300.4 3.8 26.1 26.1
7 60 251 302.1 2.35 22.8 25.6 49.84 302.5 4.1 25.6 26.1
B 7 60 6 256 301 2.41 23.9 22.8 48.636 300.1 3.6 22.8 23.3
5 120 257 299.1 1.64 25.6 26.7 47.402 298.9 2.8 27.2 26.1
B 7 60 7 266 295 2 18.9 18.3 45.748 294.5 3.2 19.4 18.3
5 120 267 295.5 1.7 20 21.1 43.812 294.6 2.8 21.1 20.6
B 7 60 8 274 296.2 1.55 22.2 23.9 42.509 295.7 2.5 23.3 23.9
5 120 275 297.3 1.18 25 26.7 40.795 296.8 2.2 27.8 26.7
A 5 120 9 274 293.4 1.8 17.8 18.3 41.562 292.8 2.6 18.3 18.3
7 60 275 294.8 2.11 20 20 42.746 294.4 3 20.6 19.4
A 5 120 10 311 286.2 0.93 16.1 15.6 29.98 286.1 1.8 16.1 16.7
7 60 312 286.4 1.46 11.7 12.2 30.333 284.1 2.9 11.1 11.1
A 5 120 11 322 279.9 1.07 7.2 7.8 26.925 279.8 1.6 7.8 8.3
7 60 323 284.5 1.31 12.2 14.4 27.883 283.9 1.8 11.7 11.7
A 5 120 12 338 281.9 0.67 11.1 11.7 23.673 281.7 1.3 13.3 12.8
7 60 339 284.5 0.82 13.3 15 24.758 283.9 1.5 15 13.3
A 5 120 13 359 274.9 1.05 1.7 1.7 22.083 274.9 1.2 2.2 2.2
7 60 360 275.8 1.34 33 1.7 22.828 275.4 1.7 2.2 1.1
B 7 60 14 362 270.7 1.3 -3.3 -4.4 23.136 270.5 1.8 -3.3 -3.9
5 120 363 271.9 1.16 1.1 0.6 21.717 272 1.1 1.1 0.6
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Figure 21: Pair #11; Special cases of bi-directional anisotropy manifested in two urban 
environments of distinct characteristics; Temp in Kelvin. 
 
Figure 22: Pair #10; Special cases of bi-directional anisotropy manifested in two urban 
environments of distinct characteristics; Temp in Kelvin. 
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Figure 23:  Pairs #3 and #4; Special cases of atmospheric overprinting. Same stretch 
has been applied to all thermal images (linear 2%). 
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 Two pairs in Figure 23 show uncharacteristic cases of sun-facing exhibiting lower 
mean values (atmospheric overprinting). Values of shadow-facing scenes are 
represented on x-axis and sun-facing scenes on the y-axis. The 1/1 line is added for 
reference. Clouds on pairs #3 and #4 appear as asymmetries on the scatterplots. 
 
 Scatterplots of all 14 pairs of the two target areas are displayed in Figure 24 
(area A) and Figure 25 (area B). The same temperature scale is maintained in all plots 
to show distribution migration across the value range according to seasonal 
temperature cycle. Scatterplots are ordered starting from the first pair of the composite 
year at top left and proceed from left to right and from top to bottom; last pair of the 
composite year at lower right. For analytical statistics of each plot see Table 1. Julian 
days in upper left corner of each plot. Stretch is 260-310 Kelvin. Color scale shows 
distribution density slice. 
 
 Comparison of bivariate BT distributions from the two target areas indicate that 
the structure of the two distributions are distinct from each other. In general, area B has 
somewhat higher mean temperatures with greater dispersion and a wider range than 
the corresponding distribution from area A. However, temporal changes in the centroid 
dispersion and slope of the bivariate distributions are consistent in all 14 pairs of 
acquisitions. Despite the very different land cover configurations of areas A and B, the 
temporal changes in the bivariate distributions are completely consistent, indicating that 
the factors responsible for the changes are not location-dependent – but rather related 
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to changes in the imaging process as well as changes in the illumination and 
atmospheric conditions. Inter-comparison of the 14 image pairs collected across 





Figure 24: Comparison of anisotropic and resolution effects for all 14 day-apart pairs. 
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Spatial resolution, solar elevation at acquisition, mean and standard deviation of 




Figure 25: Effects of spatial resolution, solar elevation at acquisition, and view geometry 
on imaged brightness temperature distribution.  Air temperature measurements are 
averages from two nearest airports at time of overpass. 
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 Full scene comparisons indicate that thermal atmospheric effects are not uniform 
within scenes. Without spatial constraints (e.g. water absorption bands), atmospheric 
corrections that assume spatial uniformity can introduce additional uncertainty. Using 
BTs instead of atmospherically corrected values avoids the inclusion of such uncertainty 
and excludes possible loss of significant cross-scene thermal information. The 
contribution of surface air temperature at the time of scene acquisition is considered. 
Dry-bulb air temperatures closest to acquisition time from stations at the boundaries of 




Figure 26: Correlation between spatial mean BTs vs air temperature observations; 28 
observations; air temperatures at 1051LT. 
 
 Air temperature and mean BTs plotted across a composite year in Figures 27 
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and 28. The arc of seasonality is apparent in both satellite mean BTs and air 
temperatures. Path-14 – Sun-facing geometry is always imaged in the first day of every 
pair. For air temperatures: difference calculated as temperature of day-1 subtracted 
from temperature of day-2. For surface temperatures: spatial mean BT of day-1 is 
subtracted from mean BT of day-2. Thus, points above the zero-line indicate positive 
difference with sun-facing mean temperature higher than that of shadow-facing mean, 
and points below zero-line indicate negative difference with shadow-facing mean 
temperature higher than that of the sun-facing mean. Note that only 3 of the 14 pairs 
show negative differences attributed to atmospheric overprinting. Pairs are numbered 
from 1-14. Black circles are annotated by the number of corresponding pair from 1-14. 
 
 
Figure 27: Air temperatures across a composite year; shadow-facing in blue; sun-facing 
in red. 
 
 All BT observations (Figure 28) except pairs 3, 4, 6 and 10 follow the initial 
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assumption and the sun-facing view exhibiting higher mean values compared to 
shadow-facing. Cases 3, 4, 6 and 10 (below the 0 line) will be explained separately. Let 
it be noted here, a significant air temperature drop between the two scenes is true for 
pairs 2, 3, 4 and 10 (Figure 27). 
 
 
Figure 28: BTs across a composite year; shadow-facing in blue; sun-facing in red 
 
 Examination of acquisition parameters reveals differences up to 23 minutes in 
successive-day overpass time. This results in solar elevation differences up to 2.5°. Bi-
directional anisotropy and difference in solar elevation shown in Figure 29. 
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Figure 29: Bi-directional anisotropy and difference in sun elevation between the two 
viewing configurations. Sun elevation in degrees; Anisotropy in Celsius. 
 
 The two sensor-path configurations are represented with different symbols and 
color (Figure 29). Shadow-facing view is always imaged in the first day and sun-facing 
view in the second day of each pair. Angle difference is calculated by subtracting solar 
elevation of scene-1 from the solar elevation of scene-2. The same convention is 
maintained for calculation of difference in mean brightness temperature δΒΤ. 
Consistent difference in solar elevation between the two configurations is made obvious 
by the clean separation of the two groups. For the specific period 1999-2003, high 
resolution sensor (L7) local overpass averages 14 minutes later than low resolution 
sensor (L5) regardless if it covers the sun-facing or the shadow facing view. This delay 
results in solar elevation difference no greater than 2.5 degrees.  
  
 Spatial resolution difference between L5 and L7 sensors is observed as 
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difference in temperature dispersion – as expected. Clean cross-scene separation 
between the two path-sensor configurations becomes obvious. Landsat-7 scenes have 
higher standard deviation than those of Landsat-5 across the full range of composite 
year solar angles (three ranges color-coded in Figure 30).  
 
 
Figure 30: Bi-directional anisotropy (x-axis) and cross-track value dispersion difference 
(y-axis) for all 14 pairs of observations. Three solar angle ranges color coded. 
Anisotropy in Celsius. 
 
 Combined effect of all factors is considered in Figure 30. By the initial 
assumptions, negative anisotropy values (left half of the feature space) can only be 
attributed to air temperature drop between the two scene acquisitions. The four cases in 
this category are examined individually.  
 
 A cold front clearly registers in the air-temperature observations for case #10 
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(see Figure 28). An extended cloud moving in from the west can also be seen in the 
second day for this pair of scenes. The cold front affects both target areas but visible 
cloud affects Area-B only.  Presence of point #10 in the upper-left quadrant of the 
feature space for Area-B is explained by the visible cloud. Thermal anisotropy for this 
pair in target Area-A is close to zero, overprinted by the air-temperature drop. 
 
 Pairs #3 and #4 appear in the lower-left quadrant for both target areas (Figure 
30). A first indication for this odd position is the extreme absolute solar elevation 
exceeding 50 degrees in both cases. Also, a significant air-temperature drop between 
the two days works against anisotropy in both cases (see Figure 27). Path-sensor 
configuration with resolution bias favoring the shadow-facing temperatures also 
contributes to the temperature difference. All factors, view geometry, instrument spatial 
resolution, high seasonal solar angles, relative solar angle due to lapse between 
acquisitions and atmospheric change are in the opposite direction of the anisotropic 
effect. Convergence of all factors against anisotropy in these two cases is extreme and 
rare. The observed anisotropy in these cases cannot be considered actual but a 
combined effect of weather conditions and observation technical limitations. These 
cases provide some instructive value regarding pitfalls and limitations of thermal data 
interpretation.  
 
 The same explanation cannot be extended to pair #6 although it shares some 
parameters with pairs #3 and #4. It does belong to configuration with resolution bias 
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towards low shadow-facing values, but seasonal solar angle is moderate (Figure 30). 
Atmospheric influence is in the opposite direction. A unique set of conditions outside the 
five factors influence pair #6. Acquisition dates of pair #6 are September 12 and 13 of 
2001, following the collapse of the World Trade Center.  Visible and thermal images 
(Figure 31) show plumes emanating from Ground Zero on both days, with a 180-degree 
wind direction change from day-1 to day-2. Unique conditions during this event include 
presence of suspended dust, smoke plume and plume shadow in the area. The effect is 
stronger in area A but is detectable in area B as well (Figure 30; pair #6). 
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Figure 31: Sept 12 and Sept 13 in false-color, visible and thermal spectrum. Difference 
between the two days at bottom row. Suspended particles and high albedo plume 






Atmospheric correction issue 
 
 Describing the contribution of atmosphere in remotely sensed urban brightness 
temperatures is one of the goals of this study. The implicit assumption that air 
temperature just above ground (2m) can be used as a proxy for such contribution is 
made throughout the study. The current design uses spatial aggregates and no 
conclusions regarding absolute surface temperature are made. Atmospheric correction 
for single band thermal instruments such as Landsat 5 and 7 is performed using NCEP 
atmospheric profiles and MODTRAN radiative transfer model on a 1x1 degree grid 
(Barsi et al. 2003). This spatial resolution far exceeds the geographic scale of the 
present study. In order to test the validity of our assumption, atmospheric correction 
parameters were obtained for three stations according to NASA model using location 
specific surface conditions of air temperature, barometric pressure, relative humidity 
and altitude. Results of the explicit test associating air temperature just above ground to 
atmospheric path radiance (upwelling) Lu are presented in Figure 32. Atmospheric 
upwelling correlates strongly with air temperature. This justifies using air temperature as 




   
 
Figure 32: Atmospheric upwelling (Lu) and air temperature for LGA, JFK and EWR 
airports. 
  
In order to test this assumption, eighteen scenes were corrected using the standard 
Landsat thermal band correction algorithm: 
LTOA = τεLT + Lu + (1-ε) Ld, (1) 
where τ is the atmospheric transmission, ε is the emissivity of the surface, LT is the 
radiance of a blackbody target of kinetic temperature T, Lu is the upwelling or 
atmospheric path radiance, Ld is the downwelling or sky radiance, and LTOA is the 
space-reaching or TOA radiance measured by the instrument. Radiances are in units of 
W/m2·ster·μm and transmission and emissivity are unitless.  
Solving for LT 
LT = (LTOA - Lu - (1-ε) Ld) /τε (2) 
 
Input atmospheric conditions from Newark (EWR) airport station were used to 
produce upwelling, downwelling and atmospheric transmission coefficients. 
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Atmospherically corrected surface temperature scatterplots for the corresponding nine 
day-apart pairs are provided in Figure 33. Air temperature just above surface is 
provided in each figure.  
  
  
   
 
Figure 33: Scatterplots of atmospherically corrected surface temperatures between day-
apart pairs. Resolution, surface temperature in K, air temperature in C and view 
geometry provided in each plot.  
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 Pairs with higher corrected temperature in the sun-facing view (2, 3 & 10) 
are in agreement with Area B (Newark) uncorrected temperature balance (Figure 34). 
Air temperature in Figure 16 is average of two stations (EWR & TEB) which explains 
slight (<1 C) air temp differences between Figure 33 and Figure 34.  
Cases 226/227 and 255/256 are examples of atmospheric overprinting where 














   
   
 
   
 
Figure 34: Scatterplots of nine day-apart scenes without atmospheric correction.  
 
 
 In general, atmospheric correction and cloud masking is expected to improve 
validity and yield more concrete results. Standard protocol spatial resolution of 1.1 
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degrees is not suitable for neighborhood scale investigation. The only cases where 
balance between the two paths was reversed were pair #4 and pair #10 which is in 
agreement with the air temperature drop explanation in the pre-correction analysis and 
the assumption that air temperature is a valid proxy for atmospheric upwelling (Figure 
33). 
 
Discussion on thermal anisotropy 
 
 Multitemporal comparison of Landsat 5 & 7 sidelap thermal imagery allows us to 
distinguish effects of thermal anisotropy from factors related to the measurement 
process itself.  Differences in sensor spatial resolution are manifest as differences in 
slope and range of the bivariate BT distribution due to the greater degree of spatial 
aggregation of the 120 m Landsat 5 thermal sensor.  Differences in solar elevation at 
time of overpass can bias the bivariate BT distribution differently, depending on the 
season.  Closer to the summer solstice, when solar elevations are higher, sun-facing 
sidewall solar flux density is minimal and the temperature difference between sun-facing 
and shadow facing view geometries are therefore minimized.  Closer to the winter 
solstice, solar flux density on nadir-normal surfaces (e.g. flat roofs & ground) is more 
oblique and sidewall illumination of sun-facing surfaces is closer to normal, so sun-
facing surfaces receive higher solar flux density, thereby maximizing the anisotropy 
between sun-facing and shadow-facing geometries.  These illumination differences are 
also influenced by differences in solar elevation at time of overpass between the two 
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satellites.  However, in the 1999-2003 study period these differences in solar elevation 
were less than 2.5° so these illumination differences are relatively small compared to 
the differences in view and illumination geometry.  
 
 The temporal progression of the bivariate BT distributions clearly shows the 
effects of both thermal anisotropy and imaging conditions.  In 7 of 14 pairs of 
observations, the displacement of the bivariate BT distribution is consistent with sun-
facing observations being significantly warmer than their shadow-facing counterparts.  
In 5 of the other 7 pairs, differences in air temperature are consistent with the 
displacement of the distribution toward the shadow-facing acquisition.  In 3 of these 7 
pairs, no displacement is observed (centroid on 1:1), but in 2 of these 3 pairs, the 
shadow-facing observation coincides with somewhat higher air temperatures.  In 3 of 
the other 4 pairs (of the remaining 7), negative (shadow-facing) displacement of the 
bivariate BT distribution is consistent with higher air temperatures on the day the 
shadow-facing image was acquired.  The remaining 2 cases are associated with 
unusual atmospheric and illumination conditions, although we cannot ascribe a direct 
cause to the apparent inconsistencies observed in these cases.  
 
 The differences in BT distribution observed in these 14 image pairs indicate that 
thermal anisotropy can bias thermal fields by several degrees C (or K) at decameter 
scales – even within the relatively narrow (15°) Landsat swath.  However, the deviations 
from the expected seasonal progression of anisotropic effects indicates that air 
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temperature and illumination geometry at overpass time is can be of sufficient 
magnitude to mask anisotropic effects.  Air temperature differences coincide with 
smaller, but still observable, differences in BT that can partially offset differences due to 
thermal anisotropy.  Together, these observations suggest that view angle variations 
within the Landsat swath can bias observed surface temperatures and must be taken 
into account when comparing thermal images within or across the swath. 
 
 Comparison of the same land cover mosaic, imaged from opposing view 
geometries under near-identical illumination, over the course of the solar year highlights 
the relative effects of both anisotropy and imaging conditions on the imaged thermal 
field.  The differences in the bivariate distributions of the two study areas illustrate the 
magnitude of land cover scale and thermal response differences.  The consistency of 
the changes in the bivariate distributions of the two study areas through time illustrates 
the magnitude of temporal changes in viewing illumination conditions.  Both types of 
difference should be considered when using Landsat thermal imagery.  Comparison of 
opposing swath edges indicates the significant magnitude of geometric effects within 
the Landsat swath.  Comparison of temporal variations highlights the relative magnitude 
of both seasonal and day-to-day variations in imaging conditions and the variability that 
this contributes to Landsat thermal time series.  While these effects cannot generally be 
avoided, knowledge of their relative magnitudes can inform interpretation of apparent 
changes and geographic differences in thermal fields. 
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Findings of BT differences up to 5 degrees Celsius over New York City due to 
view geometry are consistent with previous findings of 9-degree differences during peak 
insolation hours using airborne thermal measurements over Vancouver (Voogt, 1995; 
Voogt and Oke, 1997-1998).  
 
The Emissivity Issue 
  
 All surface elements within the sensor’s FOV that are not blocked by other 
buildings contribute to the sensor-detected radiance. Their relative contribution is 
determined by the fraction of the total view factor of the sensor that each element 
occupies. To evaluate that contribution, the view factor of each surface element with 
respect to the sensor must be incorporated. This problem can be addressed either 
geometrically or spectrally. In this study, linear spectral un-mixing using Landsat 
reflected radiance bands is used as an indirect method to calculate aggregate emissivity 
at pixel level. The method un-mixes each pixel into three fractions based on their 
spectral characteristics: substratum, vegetation and dark fraction. Substratum fraction 
derives from any non-vegetated, highly reflective surface and dark fraction from any 
surface that appears dark to the sensor either because of color or lighting conditions 
(shadow). Using these fractions and theoretical average emissivities for each category, 
a weighted average emissivity map for each scene is produced. Emissivity from these 
maps is used in formulas (1) and (2) to produce land surface temperature scenes.  
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The SVD linear mixture model  
 
Landsat spectral reflectance can be consistently characterized by a three-
component linear mixture model (Small, 2004). The model is based on substrate, 
vegetation and dark surface endmembers. Endmember fraction estimates are 
calculated for each pixel by inversion of the linear mixing model which is expressed in 
continuous form as below: 
 
R(λ) = fsEs(λ) + fvEv(λ) + fdEd(λ) 
 
Where R(λ) is the observed reflectance profile, a continuous function of wavelength λ. 
The E(λ) are the spectra corresponding to the substrate (S), vegetation (V), and dark 
(D) endmembers. We seek the solution for fs fv and fd which are the corresponding 
endmember fraction estimates. The model is applied to all available Landsat bands and 
endmember fraction estimates are calculated based on RMS error minimization method. 
Fractions are calculated with forced condition fs + fv + fd = 1.  
 Using these fractions as landcover classes that include shadow information in the 
form of dark fraction, we multiply with theoretical emissivities to obtain effective surface 
temperature estimates from black-body brightness temperature.  
 
Maximum and minimum aggregate emissivity for each pixel is calculated as below: 
εmax = S*εs+ V*εv  + D*εd 
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εmin = [S/(S+V)]*εs+ [V/(S+V)]*εv  
 
where S, V and D is the linearly un-mixed fraction and εs , εv and εd their corresponding 
theoretical emissivities. These emissivities are taken straight from literature (Oke, 
Boundary Layer Climates) and the averages used are given below: 
εs = 0.98 
εv = 0.96 
εd = 0.94 
 
The described method can be used to convert Landsat black-body brightness 
temperature to effective surface temperature at pixel level using a weighted average 
emissivity map from the SVD spectral classes instead of similar classes based on NDVI 
such as in Sobrino et al. (2008). 
 
Significance and Conclusion 
 
 The topic of thermal energy exchange in and around densely populated centers 
and the capabilities and limitations of remotely sensed thermal datasets was 
investigated in the present work. The method used in this study, to the best knowledge 
of the researcher, has not been previously considered or implemented. With the 
increased resolution of current and future sensors, it is imperative that there is a solid 
understanding of the underlying thermal exchange process and the seasonal 
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characteristic of this process.  
 
 The finding of significant time lag (2-13 days) between average surface 
temperature and air temperature annual peak provides evidence and quantification of 
the advected heat hypothesis and its importance in all urban heat issues. 
Measurements of air temperature were performed at 2m level. Description of this 
relationship in terms of amplitude and phase difference expands on urban thermal 
studies that have mostly concentrated on either surface temperature OR air 
temperature heat island phenomena. Inter-annual temperature variability averaged over 
several decades is expressed in smaller phase difference in the case of Landsat 5. 
Landsat 7 and Landsat 8 capture differences over 4-5 years.  
  
Use of sidelap between different thermal scenes has not been previously 
implemented in relevant research. We believe it offers a unique advantage of direct 
observation of both view and solar geometry issues as well as instrument technical 
capabilities and limitations.  
  
 Direct comparison of value distribution characteristics between thermal scenes of 
varying resolution and collection geometry will provide additional accuracy in the 
technical methods of understanding the urban thermal environment and provide a good 
reference for the next generation high resolution instruments.  
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 Time series analysis of thermal scenes provides insight of the seasonal character 
of system response and reveals relationships between land cover type and annual 
thermal oscillation pattern at neighborhood scale in contrast to studies performed 
commonly using coarse scales and temporal aggregates. 
 
 The surface roughness issue is very significant in dense urban environments with 
tall buildings and concrete parametrization of its contribution to remotely sensed surface 
temperature can be developed using the SVD linear mixture model to estimate weighted 
average emissivity at pixel level. Comparison of target sites at the extremes of 
roughness scale was not included in this study. Morphology of the four sites that were 
directly compared is very similar to draw conclusion regarding the roughness issue. 
They differed however, in proximity to water and this is expressed in the temperature 
distributions. 
 
 Differences of 5 degrees Celsius is a significant margin in surface temperature 
assessment. Any improvement in accuracy over the interpretation of thermal 
observations translates in analogous improvement in assessment, prediction, and 
mitigation on environmental issues related to the thermal urban environment. Precision 
in multi-sensor time series thermal datasets will benefit from quantification of brightness 
temperature variability as a function of land cover characteristics in the urban setting as 
described in this paper. 
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 Having documented the factors involved in remotely sensed observation 
methods, the future in this line of research will focus on differences in urban morphology 
and their effect in surface temperature seasonal expression. Urban landscapes such as 
downtown high-rise areas, residential with sparse vegetation and light industrial areas 
can be compared as to their characteristic seasonal surface temperature profiles. 
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Illuminated view geometry 
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Appendix 4: Scatterplots Surface Temperature vs Air Temperature 
Four stations; Three instruments; Two view geometries 
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Shaded view geometry 
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Appendix 5: Scatterplots Surface Temperature vs Air Temperature 
Four stations; Three instruments; Two view geometries 
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K-S Statistical Analysis; Buffer Size 
Four stations; Three Buffer Sizes; Three instruments; Two view geometries 
 
Landsat-5; Illuminated view geometry 
       72 vs 152    152 vs 302        72 vs 302 
   
 
   
 
   
 





K-S Statistical Analysis; Buffer Size 
Four stations; Three Buffer Sizes; Three instruments; Two view geometries 
 
Landsat-5; Shaded view geometry 
       72 vs 152    152 vs 302        72 vs 302 
   
 
   
 
   
 





K-S Statistical Analysis; Buffer Size 
Four stations; Three Buffer Sizes; Three instruments; Two view geometries 
 
Landsat-7; Illuminated view geometry 
       72 vs 152    152 vs 302        72 vs 302 
   
 
   
 
   
 





K-S Statistical Analysis; Buffer Size 
Four stations; Three Buffer Sizes; Three instruments; Two view geometries 
 
Landsat-7; Shaded view geometry 
       72 vs 152    152 vs 302        72 vs 302 
   
 
   
 
   
 






K-S Statistical Analysis; Buffer Size 
Four stations; Three Buffer Sizes; Three instruments; Two view geometries 
 
Landsat-8; Illuminated view geometry 
       72 vs 152    152 vs 302        72 vs 302 
   
 
   
 
   
 




K-S Statistical Analysis; Buffer Size 
Four stations; Three Buffer Sizes; Three instruments; Two view geometries 
 
Landsat-8; Shaded view geometry 
       72 vs 152    152 vs 302        72 vs 302 
   
 
 
   
 
   
 




K-S Statistical Analysis; Resolution 
Four stations; Three Buffer Sizes; Three Resolution Comparisons; Two view 
geometries 
 
60m vs 120m; Illuminated view geometry 
               72        152                 302 
   
 
   
 
   
 




K-S Statistical Analysis; Resolution 
Four stations; Three Buffer Sizes; Three Resolution Comparisons; Two view 
geometries 
 
60m vs 120m; Shaded view geometry 
               72        152                 302 
   
 
   
 
   
 




K-S Statistical Analysis; Resolution 
Four stations; Three Buffer Sizes; Three Resolution Comparisons; Two view 
geometries 
 
30m vs 120m; Illuminated view geometry 
               72        152                 302 
   
 
   
 
   
 




K-S Statistical Analysis; Resolution 
Four stations; Three Buffer Sizes; Three Resolution Comparisons; Two view 
geometries 
 
30m vs 120m; Shaded view geometry 
               72        152                 302 
   
 








K-S Statistical Analysis; Resolution 
Four stations; Three Buffer Sizes; Three Resolution Comparisons; Two view 
geometries 
 
30m vs 60m; Illuminated view geometry 
               72        152                 302 
   
 
   
 
   
 




K-S Statistical Analysis; Resolution 
Four stations; Three Buffer Sizes; Three Resolution Comparisons; Two view 
geometries 
 
30m vs 60m; Shaded view geometry 
               72        152                 302 
   
 
   
 
   
 




K-S Statistical Analysis; View Geometry 
Four Stations; Three Buffer Sizes; Three Instruments 
 
Landsat-5 
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K-S Statistical Analysis; View Geometry 
Four Stations; Three Buffer Sizes; Three Instruments 
 
Landsat-7 
               72        152                 302 
   
 
   
 
   
 





K-S Statistical Analysis; View Geometry 
Four Stations; Three Buffer Sizes; Three Instruments 
 
Landsat-8 
               72        152                 302 
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